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1. Executive Summary
Agriculture, innovation and the youth are underlined as key drivers of the economic and social
transformation of Africa. With a third of Africa’s population aged between 10 and 24, it is a major
advantage in a rapidly aging world if adequately empowered. Some of the major entrepreneurial
youths in agriculture face key barriers include limited access to natural and financial resources,
limited opportunities for upward mobility, skills and experience to run successful businesses.
To address some of these challenges, this project was designed and supported to generate and test
novel, creative and bold business models that increase the participation of youth in the fish industry
in Malawi and Zambia, and maize postharvest agribusiness sector in Zimbabwe. Specifically, the
project assessed the agri-business environment; identified viable opportunities, prospective youth
entrepreneurs, and target market segments; equipped entrepreneurial youths with business and
market development skills; developed a portfolio of youth managed businesses; and documented
lessons and scale up entrepreneurial start-up experiences.
In general, the project has: a) established a robust and dynamic network of international, national and
local partners of proven track records capable of designing and implementing entrepreneurship
systems and supporting emerging entrepreneurs; b) identified 19 specific potential business
opportunities along the fish and cereal value chains; c) developed unique analytical tools/methods
for identifying and assessing viable business opportunities; d) generated a porfolio of aspiring and
high growth entrepreneurial businesses, some of whom we supported. Consequently, 137 business
proposals were received and assessed, 42 were shortlisted and of which 22 were seed funded. The
project attracted over 153 applications for entrepreneurship training, and over 70 were trained.
Further, 22 mentors and 5 advisors were engaged to support the seed funded and trained
entrepreneurs. An electronic trading platform was developed and business tools for supporting
business development service providers and entrepreneurs were generated. Over the course of the
project, local partners, researchers, and community and business leaders were mobilized to support
the emerging entrepreneurs.
In terms of results, about 80% of the supported business introduced their first or added new products;
70% reported establishing new partnerships; 50% increased clients and 30% reported applying and/or
accessing new sources of funding. About 60% of the funded businesses acquired new technologies
and practices while another 30% expanded their existing businesses, including diversifying into new
locations. It is too early to assess the impact of the project on the community or to claim the firms
will continue to innovative and grow. However, the networking of existing and emerging firms and
entrepreneurs supported is expected to stimulate continuous peer-to-peer learning. All the three main
measures- training, funding and mentoring - were rated useful or above by beneficiaries entrepreneurs and mentors.
In terms of challenges, gender inclusion was taken seriously by the team but remains a challenge.
However, the team has made efforts to ensure the proportion of females trained or funded is higher
than their proportion at the application stage. The details are presented in Section 3.4 Gender
Inclusion. Regarding finance and administration, significant losses in project income (close to 10%
of the budget) due to exchange rate differences in the face of increased demand for support and slow
release rates of fund have made planning and management of the project troublesome. To minimize
the impact, the number of trips had been cut, our budgeting and planning assumed a delay of 2-3
months in projections and schedule of some activities adjusted.
Other key challenges faced included: 1) most of the technologies to be commercialized were either
not market ready (e.g. solar tents) or unavailable (e.g. Zimbabwe); 2) number of locations and
distance between them were too wide; 3) splitting of fund management between AEH and IDRC led
to misalignment in activity execution.
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Overall, the project has made significant contributions to building delivery capacity of AEH and its
partners, communities and it is likely to influence policy making. Emerging data suggest that most
of the beneficiaries found our approach very effective and our partners are looking forward to further
collaborations.
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2. The Research Problem
Agriculture, innovation and the youth are underlined as key drivers of the economic and social
transformation of Africa. However, despite resurgence in interest to promote agri-businesses to meet
food security, diversify exports, create jobs and reduce poverty, there are few programmes that seek
to encourage youths, especially females, to realize the immense agri-business opportunities in Africa
and serve as vehicles for commercializing R&D outputs.
A third of Africa’s population is aged between 10 and 24 and this age group is expected to double by
2045. By that time, Africa’s workforce will be larger and younger than that of China, and about 59%
of Africa’s workforce will have a secondary or tertiary education by 2030. Nevertheless,
unemployment and poverty remain high in Africa, particularly among youth and rural populations.
This presents a pressing challenge for the continent regarding how the increasingly educated and
entrepreneurial workforce could be effectively harnessed to drive growth in agri-businesses and
create decent employment, especially in rural areas.
Currently, the youth make up about 70% of the agricultural labour force. However, most agricultural
jobs offer less room for upward mobility and lower incomes, and are in less developed areas with
limited services that today’s youth need (e.g. communication, transport, health and recreation
facilities). Unlike other sectors, entrepreneurial individuals in agriculture are constrained by
additional factors such as natural resource limitations (e.g. fishing and grazing rights, access to land),
government interventions (e.g. export bans, fishing bans, price controls), climate change and disease
outbreaks. Deliberate development efforts to make agriculture an attractive and rewarding career
choice for the youth, especially rural youth and females with limited opportunities are needed. At
the same time, it is also necessary to instil entrepreneurial mindset and skills among them to empower
their pursuit and realization of business opportunities.
The main objective of the project was to generate and test novel, creative and bold business models
that increase the participation of youth in the fish industry in Malawi and Zambia and maize
postharvest agribusiness sector in Zimbabwe. Specific objectives were:
1.1 To assess the agri-business environment, and identify viable opportunities, prospective youth
entrepreneurs, and target market segments for selected fish and maize products;
1.2 To equip entrepreneurial youth with business and market development skills for generating and
implementing effective business plans and models;
1.3 To develop a portfolio of youth managed businesses and high growth firms and link them to
business development services; and
1.4 To document lessons and scale up entrepreneurial start-up experiences in Malawi, Zambia and
Zimbabwe.
To achieve these goals, the project adopted a multi-pronged approach that included entrepreneurship
training; financing of business start-ups; mentoring and networking/business linkages. In
implementing each of these project components, AEH paid attention to both the operational aspects
(or processes) and the research aspects (documentation of experiences) as depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1.1: Operational and Research Aspects of the Project

3. Progress towards milestones
This report includes all key details on activities that were conducted and completed between 15
October 2015 and 30 June 2017. For the research component, this report contains only preliminary
findings as the data from the project sites has just been received and is yet to be completely analysed.
Below describes the achievement of project milestones.
1.
A robust and dynamic project management and execution team with a good track record in
business development, community development, resource mobilization and training has been
established. These include AEH, Empretec Zimbabwe, Amani Development Consultants (Malawi),
Future Search (Zambia), World Fish (Malawi and Zambia), Zambia Development Agency, and
partners from ILO (Malawi) and University of Glasgow. A good working relationship between the
IDRC funded Research Teams in Malawi, Zimbabwe and Zambia and AEH’s country teams has
started to emerge. For instance, the Research Team in Malawi invited the AEH entrepreneurship
trainer to undertake a day’s training of fishing business community around Lake Malawi.
2.
Recruitments completed: Key research personnel staff as well as consultants for project
monitoring and evaluation (M&E consultant), entrepreneurship training, and development of peerto-peer learning platform were recruited and working arrangement in all the three countries were
agreed on time. However, funds for consultancy activities was managed directly by IDRC and delays
in release of funds delayed execution of activities. For instance, the first payment to M&E consultant
upon completion of the first report was effected after 4 months, and funding for training and peer-topeer platform consultancy was released by IDRC in January 2017. This affected both the morale of
external partners and the alignment of activities.
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3.
Profiles of products identified and shortlisted: Two consolidated lists, reflecting 10 specific
potential business opportunities along the fish value chain and 9 in the cereal processing business
sector, were generated and which informed the business calls (Annex 1). For example, about 43% of
the applicants in Malawi were on fish processing, 20% on fish meal production, and 10% on
microfinancing. Almost half of applicants in Zambia were on trading and marketing of fish.
4.
Methodologies and frameworks completed: A host of methodologies, guidelines and
frameworks have been developed and deployed by the country teams in the identification of potential
business opportunities likely to serve both as push and pull factors. Additional tools for assessing the
quality of business concepts and plans have been developed and used. These methodologies and
frameworks helped maintain the coherence of project activities and outputs among the country teams.
5.
Profile of communities and entrepreneurial youths completed: The general profiles of the
youths and types of businesses in the community were generated. For example, about 87% of the
youths in Makoni (Zimbabwe) had a secondary school education, 8% had primary school education
and 5% had tertiary education; all have never accessed commercial financial products and; only 6%
had non-agricultural based businesses while another 3% had retail in addition to agriculture. Almost
all, except a few groups, beneficiaries in fishing communities have no or limited access to modern
communication tools (e.g. internet and computers). The profiling of targeted users in the project sites
was useful in the design of business call (see below point 7), training contents (see below point 9)
and mentoring support measures (see below point 10).
6.
A core team of international, national and local partners built to support emerging
entrepreneurs and ensure sustainability: they will serve as potential sources of mentors, trainers and
network partners. They include government officials, community leaders and trade and business
associations such as the Worldfish Centre, Tambalala Fish Marketeers’ Cooperative Society,
Zambezi Fish Traders Cooperative Society, Zambezi Fish Conservation Society, Zambia Chamber
of Small and Medium Business Associations (ZCSMBA), Zambia National Farmers Union (ZNFU),
Zambia Association of Manufacturers (ZAM), Technical, Vocational and Entrepreneurship Training
Authority (TEVETA) and Caristas Zambia (village banking NGO) in Zambia based in Mongu.
Similar efforts have been undertaken in Malawi and Zimbabwe (Annex 2).
7.
Calls for the business plans completed: In Malawi, the call was launched on 1st April, 2016
in a national newspaper. In May, two team members of AEH visited Malawi to popularize the call
among target key communities around Lake Malawi and Lake Chilwa, and to engage the research
team in Malawi. An addition month was added to allow interested communities to participate in the
call. In Zambia, the business call was launched by the District Commissioner in April, 2016, and
was advertised for 14 days on a local catholic radio station in the province, placed on public notices
at government offices, and featured in Zambia Daily Mail and Inter Press Service (IPS). (Annex 3)
The Zambia Chamber of Small and Medium Business Associations (ZCSMBA) was also engaged to
advise their members in Western province and the rest of the country to apply, which helped widen
the reach and boost responses to the call (see 6th month report for business call activities in Malawi
and Zambia). In Zimbabwe, the business plan competition was launched on 16th September 2016
in Makoni district with 41 attendants, including major stakeholders from the districts - 2 chiefs; 2
headmen; and the District Administrator, who was the guest of honour for the occasion; the
councillors; the youths and mentors. The call was featured in national TV and radio talks, fliers and
Empretec Zimbabwe website. Application forms were produced and distributed at the launch. Other
launch sessions were held in Harare and Bulawayo on 21st and 22nd November 2016, respectively
(Annex 4).
8.
Panel interview of selected youth entrepreneurs and business plan award completed: The
project applied a simplified but sophisticated 4-step AEH framework to screen and select potential
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youth entrepreneurs and business plans. This process is intended to encourage potential youths to
develop, refine and sharpen their business ideas into valid business proposals and help AEH teams
and the prospective applicants to build a stable and trustworthy relationship.
The four steps include: a) Initial screening of business proposals; b) a review of each proposal by
at least three independent experts, and detailed project specific feedback provided; and c) the
shortlisted applicants to review and revise their business concepts within a month to address
reviewers’ comments, and d) a final evaluation of the proposals by a panel of experts, in which
applicants of all shortlisted proposals invited to pitch and defend their businesses.
This milestone was fully completed in December 2016. In total 22 businesses were awarded,
with 7 in Malawi, 4 in Zambia and 10 in Zimbabwe. In Malawi, pitching and evaluation of
business plans took place on 8th December 2016. Seven (7) out of the 19 participating businesses
were awarded with funding; the award ceremony took place on 9th December. In Zambia, a total of
10 youth entrepreneurs pitched their business to a panel of 5 judges on 29th November 2016. Five (5)
top proposals were selected and awarded with seed funding from US$3000 to $5000 and an additional
one was identified by scouts, assessed and awarded $3000. However, three original awarded
businesses fell out for failing to meet the agreed conditions (see below) for the award in 5 months
and hence, brings the total of awardees eventually to four (4). In Zimbabwe, business plan evaluation
and the award ceremony took place during the Global Entrepreneurship Week in mid-November
2016, which was attended by an IDRC representative. Ten (10) winning business plans were awarded
with seed funding ranging from US$350 to US$3000. (Annex 5 and Annex 6).
In order to enhance the optimal use of the awarded funding by the recipients, awardees were
asked - as the condition for the release of the fund - to produce and submit a detailed work plan
indicating how the fund awarded will be used. The conditions included forming a legal entity or
taking steps to form one, opening a bank account in the name of the legal entity, composing a
management team and developing an implementation plan. All the awardees except three met the set
conditions and funds were released based on the agreed milestones. The three that failed to meet the
set conditions were cooperatives from Western Province of Zambia. However, in Zambia, one entity
that participated in the business plan competition and the training but was not selected for an award
went ahead and met all the three conditions was included for an award bring the final total of
recipients to four. Given that the project target was to select at least 3 businesses to fund in each
country, all countries exceeded the target.
Given that some of the youths have limited experience, mentors have been allocated to all funded
teams. In the case of Zambia, mentors have also been assigned to four of the teams that participated
in the business plan competition. This helped in establishing the management teams, opening bank
accounts for the businesses and ensuring accountability. As we expected, a number of rural
entrepreneurs are unable or unwilling to open bank accounts without a push by the project team. It
took about 3 months before all the teams in Malawi opened bank accounts for their businesses.
9.
Entrepreneurial Training: This activity has two components: 1) recruiting trainers and
selecting trainees; and 2) training and follow up.
The first component was overseen in full by AEH and was fully completed by Month 9. In all the three
countries, AEH has identified and recruited trainers, identified potential trainees from the project
sites and undertaken the necessary background works (e.g. defined contents of the training, defined
the training schedule and syllabus, and negotiated the training costs).
For example, 70 applications for training were received in Zambia, reflecting great interest in
the training component of the project. In Zimbabwe, 51 youths applied – 20 being female and 31
were male – and were successfully interviewed. Malawi had shortlisted 25 individuals for training.
In addition, AEH entrepreneurship trainer was invited to facilitate the training of the representatives
from Youth Groups in two project sites - Mangochi and Salima – from 12-13th July 2016, organized
and supported by the Nsomba Nchuma Project.
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The second component, i.e. the actual training of youth entrepreneurs and follow-up assessment,
depended on IDRC who managed the budget of this component. After a delay of about three months,
the training funds were eventually released by IDRC in the first quarter (February) of 2017 to the
responsible trainers in all the three countries. Trainings have been successfully undertaken in March
2017 (Annex 7). Follow-up by trainers is pending as IDRC has yet to pay the trainers their
professional fees for the training to enable the trainers to undertake follow-up activities.
10.
Mentoring and Coaching: The mentoring and coaching component was implemented as a
standalone component. In total 24 mentors participated in the project, with 7 in Malawi, 7 in Zambia
and 10 in Zimbabwe. Almost all the mentors participated in the entrepreneurship training and some
in the business awards. In Zambia and Zimbabwe, the training of mentors was also organized as an
independent activity which facilitated the entrepreneur-mentor pairing processes. Some of the partner
organizations provided mentors, including the research teams that developed the technologies.
(Annex 8).
11.
Demonstration, Incubation and Role-Modelling Completed: Activities of this component
were undertaken alongside training, funding and mentoring. In particular, the award ceremony of
the business plan competition served both as a demonstration and role-modelling occasion (Annex 5
and Annex 7). However, the key activity of showcasing or promotion of supported entrepreneurs is
unlikely to take place due to a loss of almost $30,000 (i.e. about 10% of the total project budget) that
the project suffered because of the strengthening of the US Dollar against the Canadian Dollar
throughout the project life, the strengthening of the Zambian Kwacha in 2016/17 as well as the adhoc spending on the AGR Forum in Nairobi as requested by IDRC.
Peer-to-Peer Platform; Train of Trainers; and Toolkits
As the locations are very rural and most of the users have limited or no access to some modern ICT
services, the peer-to-peer learning platform was changed into an information sharing electronic
platform. Among others, it will help our beneficiaries to share information of fish catch, availability
and prices. This can help them to grow their businesses as well as reduce post-harvest by expanding
their customer base and accessing storage space.
The toolkits have been designed but are yet to be translated for use in rural areas. However, they have
been designed to be useful to emerging entrepreneurs with limited access to the internet and
experienced business development services (BDS) providers. In this regard, they cater for both BDS
providers as well as entrepreneurs. The toolkits are in a form of an information booklet with basic
business guides. The funding for all these components are managed by IDRC. AEH completed all
the background works for the components - defining the activities, developing term of references,
getting approval by IDRC, hiring the consultants by June 2016 and submitted to IDRC in August
2016.
Overall Project Management
The entire period of the project covers 15 Oct 2015 to 30 June 2017. At the organizational level, two
main meetings were held in Lusaka, Zambia – an inception meeting in November 2015 and a oneyear review meeting in November 2016. These two meetings were supplemented by other meetings
in Malawi (e.g. a field visit in May 2016; business awards in December 2016 and entrepreneurship
training in February 2017) and similar meetings in Zimbabwe (awards and training). The arrangement
enabled AEH to reduce the number of trips and resources, given the losses in foreign exchange and
unplanned conference expenditure requested by IDRC. Specifically, the two main meetings in
Lusaka enabled the teams to assess the goals, progress and set the work plan collectively. These two
meetings brought all the country representatives together with the annual meeting being attended by
IDRC representative and a female fish processor who also serves as a mentor to selected youth
entrepreneurs in Zambia (Annex 9).
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Table 3.1 Summaries of Progress towards Milestones (as of 30 June 2017)
20 months after the start date
Milestone
Inception workshop

Achievement
(%)
100%

Recruitment of research 100%
support personnel

Evidence/Indicator

Comment

Report submitted to
IDRC
Contracts/websites

A common implementation plan was developed and
new issues identified
Management, monitoring and evaluation frameworks
and tools defined and agreed.
Analytical summaries of technologies, users and
products prepared and agri-business opportunities
analyzed.
Tools, guides and methods for identifying and
preparing opportunity maps developed, shared and
applied by the project and support partners.
Catalogues of business opportunities and key
stakeholders.
Several partnerships and linkages have been identified
and/or established.

Field visits to research
localities

100%

Country, field reports
and media publications

Desktop research to
identify research tools
and frameworks
Field research

100%

Focus group meetings

100%

A call for business
plans

100%

Panel review of
selected youth
entrepreneurs

100%

Inception report,
information sheet and
guidelines (see annex)
Reports and business
call. (See annex)
Stakeholders
information, country
report. (See annex)
Newspapers,
Community radio,
Government leaders &
Departments, AEH
website and Social
Media, handouts etc.
Proposal shortlisted;
feedback to individual
shortlisted proposals.

Entrepreneurship
training

100%

Trainers and training
outlines; shortlisted
trainees

Mentoring and
coaching

100%

Demonstration,
incubation and rolemodelling

100%

Training of mentors,
number of mentors
identified
Number of businesses
supported successfully

100%

The target of 40-100 were not attained in most cases:
research sites are too remote and isolated, and
communities too small (have fewer youths)

Youth entrepreneurs of shortlisted proposals are
provided with the opportunity to refine and
resubmitted their proposals based on the comments.
This is an important learning process.
Panel review sessions to select winning proposals and
award ceremony took place in November and
December.
Immediately following the funding released in
February 2017, entrepreneurship training in all the
three countries were arranged and delivered in March
2017.
Mentors and mentees were paired; coaching and
mentorship took place alongside the entrepreneurial
training.
The linkage of emerging entrepreneurs to advisors
established, follow-ups has been undertaken in all the
countries and mentoring and coaching is continuing
(sustainability aspect).
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4. Synthesis of Research Results
Objective 1: To assess the agri-business environment, and identify viable opportunities,
prospective youth entrepreneurs, and target market segments for selected fish and maize
products.
A robust and dynamic team of national and local experts and partners with a good track record in
business development, community development, resource mobilization and training was established
to undertake the project activities in the three countries. An inception meeting was held in November
2015 among country teams to develop consensus on the project objectives, work plan and milestones,
monitoring and reporting mechanisms, and the equality and equity strategy to gender (female)
inclusion in the project. An inception report was submitted in December 2015.
Mapping exercises of business opportunities of the fish value chain in Malawi and Zambia; and postharvest cereal protection in Zimbabwe were undertaken by the respective country teams. Three visits
to target research localities – Mangochi in Lake Malawi and Lake Chilwa in Malawi; Mongu and
Senanga in Western Province in Zambia; and the Makoni District in Zimbabwe were conducted in
the first half of year of the project, during which stakeholder meetings and focus-group meetings
were held to assess the agri-business environment, opportunities and challenges for youth
entrepreneurs, and feasible markets for the technologies funded by IDRC and their products
(processed fish and cereal products).
Ten (10) specific potential business opportunities along the fish value chain and 9 in the cereal
processing business sector were generated from the mapping exercises and consultations (Annex
1). The results informed the calls for business proposals. Addition useful information about the sector
concerned in each of the countries is depicted in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Useful Sector Information From Mapping Exercises in the 3 Countries
Malawi (Lake Chilwa and Zambia (Western Province – Zimbabwe (Makoni District)
Lake Malawi)
Mongu and Senanga)
Sector Structure
Sector Structure
Sector Structure
• The fish sector highly • The fish farming and • A majority of youth are
informal and unstructured.
trading in Zambia is a fastengaged in subsistence
growing sector.
agriculture, e.g. gardening
• Sector predominates with
and small livestock rearing.
semi-illiterate
• However, fish value chain
in the target area is largely • No notable NGOs in
entrepreneurs.
informal.
business and enterprise
• Fish processing mostly by
development in the Makoni
women. Fish marketing by • Fish processing and trading
district.
both men and women, but
is done by women but are
mostly done by men if
often the same entities (i.e.
Market
distance is long.
no dedicated processors.)
• Lack of market for
Market
Market
agricultural produce - a
• High demand for fresh/ • The demand for fresh and
critical
hindrance
to
dried fish is high - fish
dried fish; low motivation
enterprise
development.
to venture into valuedmarketing done mainly by
added fish products.
women.
Communication
Communication
• Business
calls
more • Business
calls
more
effective through direct
effective through direct
interface with communities
interface with communities
(project cites). Mass media
(project cites). Mass media
like newspapers have
like newspapers have
minimal reach.
minimal reach.
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The research teams have closely engaged local research, business community and public sector
representatives in mobilization of organizations likely to support youth entrepreneurs. These include
associations of traders, public agencies and development institutions active in the project sites. They
have already participated in the mobilization of youths and collecting the completed business plans
in areas without internet, ensuring their delivery to AEH and in the review of business plans and
selection of award winners. Engagement with local partners and stakeholders ensure some level of
sustainability of the initiatives after the project is closed.
Over 50 representatives of local research, cooperatives, business communities, and public sector were
engaged in the project at different stages in the three countries (Annex 2).
Objective 2: To equip entrepreneurial youth with business and market development skills for
generating and implementing effective business plans and models.
Three main components – business plan competition, entrepreneurship training, and mentorship and
coaching –were incorporated in the project to achieve this specific objective.
2.1 Entrepreneurial training had two components: 1) recruiting trainers and selecting trainees and
2) training and follow-up.
The first component was overseen and completed in full by AEH. In all the three countries, AEH
identified and recruited trainers, identified potential trainees from the project sites and undertook the
necessary background works (e.g. content of entrepreneurship training courses, defined the training
schedule and syllabus, and negotiated the training costs).
In Zambia, 70 applications for training were received, reflecting great interest in the training
component of the project in Zambia. In Zimbabwe, 51 youths applied for entrepreneurship training–
20 being female and 31 male – and were successfully interviewed. In Malawi, 25 business call
entrepreneurs were shortlisted for training. The entrepreneurship training was effectively organized
and delivered between February and early March 2017 immediately following the release of funds
in February 2017. In total, 65 entrepreneurs attended the training. Training schedule and number
of trainees in the three countries are detailed in the following Table 4.2. The training in Zimbabwe
was attended by the M&E consultant.
Table 4.2 Summaries of EMPRETEC Trainings and gender of trainees (exclude mentors who
attended the training)
Country
Malawi
Zambia
Zimbabwe

Training Date
21 – 24 February 2017
20th – 22nd March 2017
27th February – 2nd March 2017
st

th

Total number of trainees
Gender
22
M (17) F (5)
21
M (12) F (9)
22
M (10) F (12)

2.2 Mentoring and Coaching. A mentorship guideline for selecting and preparing mentor was
developed and shared by the 3 country teams. In brief, 7 mentors were identified and trained in
Zambia and a host of institutions agreed to participate in the mentorship and coaching process if
called upon. About 15 mentors have been trained in Zimbabwe in the first 6 months and 10 were
involved in the project, and 7 mentors have been trained and involved in Malawi. Mentors in all the
three countries comprise of professional business managers, business researchers and experienced
entrepreneurs. The entrepreneur (mentee)-mentor pairing process and mentoring has been completed.
2.3 Business plan competition: Synthesis of progress is detailed under the objective 3.
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Objective 3: To develop a portfolio of youth managed businesses and high growth firms and
link them to business development services.
3.1 Call for Business Proposals
A call for business proposals for the business plan competition was launched in each of the three
countries via different channels that best fit the local conditions, with the objective to maximize
awareness and reach of youthful entrepreneurs. The call served the purpose of scouting youths who
are interested in as well as aspire to pursue business opportunities identified through the mapping
exercises.
The project used a combination of local radio stations that broadcast in local languages,
newspapers, fliers and posters as well as community and business networks to reach the target
applicants. Visits and meetings of partners were used to popularize and disseminate the call for
businesses and training support. The calls were also placed on the Internet which proved very useful
for Malawi and to a less extent Zambia. Local communities were engaged and deployed to promote
the call and support applications (refer to previous section). For instance, special forms for business
plan applications had to be developed to enable those without access to computers to apply for
support in ‘pen and paper’ format. This tailored mix of channels based on local conditions addressed
major communication barriers due to remote and dispersed sites in rural areas; low literacy of
communities, and minimal access to key sources of information technologies (e.g. Internet,
television).
The team also undertook field visits way above those planned. For example, the AEH team that
visited Malawi covered communities around Lake Malawi and Lake Chilwa, AEH visited the sites
in all countries more than 3 times each. These trips were also important in raising the understanding
of the technologies from a business perspective and increasing the awareness of the different support
measures. A field report to Malawi was shared to all concerned, including the research team that
developed the technologies in Malawi to ensure that the business concerns are taking into
consideration in future design of the technologies, especially the solar tents to optimize its application
by users.
3.2 Selection and Profile of Business Proposals Shortlisted
All proposals were reviewed and commented using 4 main criteria focusing on Product Novelty;
Strategies for Capturing the Market; Business Growth Potential; and Disciplined and
Entrepreneurial Management Team. These criteria are designed specifically to identify businesses
capable of growing and achieving high impact on society. We have repeatedly used these criteria
and found them useful to pinpoint businesses that are likely to succeed. A total of 42 proposals
were shortlisted, of which 21 (including 5 from youth clubs) were from Malawi; 10 from
Zambia and 11 from Zimbabwe. All those shortlisted were invited to a pitching session, in which
the awardees were selected.
In Malawi, a total of 32 individual business proposals and 5 proposals from the youth clubs of the
project sites were received. Of the 32 individual ones, 16 were selected and provided with detailed
feedback. Applicants were also asked to indicate their interest in attending entrepreneurship training
and mentorship.
Table 4.2 Malawi –Business areas of the 16 individual and 5 youth club proposals
Business Area
Number of Business Proposals
Solar Tent Drier
7
Mixed (solar tent dried; salted, smoked, frozen) 2
Cold rooms and cooling facilities
3
Fish Farming
2
Fish Meal/ Feed
3
Fish Sausage (Snack)
1
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Fish Trading
Microfinance
Transportation services

1
1
1

In Zambia, 27 proposals were received for business plan competition and 70 applications were
received to attend the entrepreneurship training. Ten (10) were selected from the 27 proposals by a
panel of experts, who provided comments for the teams to revise their proposals. The 10 shortlisted
applicants were then invited to pitch their business in person to the review panel, and to attend the
entrepreneurship training. Out of the 70 applications for entrepreneurship training, 15 were selected
to attend the training. Together, 25 prospective trainees were selected.
Table 4.3 Zambia - Business areas of the 10 proposals selected
Business Area
Business Proposals
Solar tent
2
Salting technology
3
Sorting and Packaging
1
Cold chain technology and fish marketing
2
Wooden cooler box production
1
Fish Farming
1
In Zimbabwe, 75 business plans were received with the majority coming from the Makoni district.
First screening returned 20 to be further assessed and finally 11 were shortlisted.
Table 4.4 Zimbabwe - Business areas of the 11 proposals selected
Business Area
Business Proposals
Maize Farming
2
Maize Production and Processing
4
Maize Shelling Machines Production
2
Maize Trade
1
Stockfeed Production
1
Farming Supplies and Facilities
1
Target markets of all 11 shortlisted proposals are generally communities in the areas surrounding
Makoni district. However, a couple of proposals target wider communities. For example, a proposal
of grain storage facility targets small scale farmers in the Bulawayo area. A proposal of maize sheller
production intends to be based in Harare; it plans to first sell its wares to small scale farmers in
Makoni and gradually expand the business into greater Zimbabwe.
3.3 Pitching of Business Proposals and Final Selection of Awardees
A panel of judges in each of the three countries evaluate shortlisted business proposals using the
list of 4 criteria previous mentioned. Representatives of each of the businesses were provided with
the opportunity to present and defend their business development plan to the panel of advisors in an
interview session lasting up to one hour each.
In total, 22 businesses were awarded: 7 in Malawi; 4 in Zambia; and 10 in Zimbabwe. The total
amount awarded in the three countries is $43,117.24. All the awarded teams received additional
technical and management support that included business linkages and follow-up to assess
performance.
Recipients were requested to produce a detailed work plan to outline the planned use of fund and
steps to support business start up/development as a set of conditions for the release of the fund. These
conditions were set to ensure the optimum use of the fund and encourage formalization. It is these
conditions that three out of the seven groups originally selected for the award in Zambia failed to
meet, bringing the final number of awardees to four (4).
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The award ceremony took place on 15th November in Zimbabwe; 30th November in Zambia and
9 December in Malawi. The award ceremony in Zimbabwe was conducted in a grand meeting
during the Global Entrepreneurship Week, which served as a reputable platform to showcase the
project outcomes to wider audience and it was attended by representatives of AEH and IDRC. In
Zambia, the Permanent Secretary for Western Province Mr. Mwangala Liomba attended the
ceremony and gave a speech to encourage the participants, congratulate the awarded businesses and
praise the important impact of the project. The Principal Investigator for the Expanding Business
Opportunities Project, East Africa also attended the award in Zambia. AEH Managing Partner and
officials from the Ministry of Agriculture and University of Malawi graced the Award ceremony in
Malawi. In all cases, local partners as well as some freelance journalists were in attendance and got
press coverage.
th

Case in Point: LINGH GENERAL DEALERS in Zambia
Ms Lina Mahamba, a female youth, got into fish farming as fish captures in the Barotse Flood Plain are
dwindling. She developed the business to meet demand for fish especially during the fish ban. The first fish
harvest was around March 2017 which was during the period of the national fish ban. The harvest sold out
quickly.
On AEH approach and support, she said: “I had challenges monitoring the growth of the fish without
appropriate nets to scoop the fish and scales to check weight. I can now sell my fish by weight instead of
number, stocked additional pond with 2000 fish fingers and met additional labour costs thanks to the business
award. I now plan and document all business transactions. I also have a business account for my savings improving business efficiency and accountability.
I found mentorship useful in raising attention to opportunities and risks in implementing the business,
providing ideas and advice on management issues, opening doors for accessing business services (e.g.
opening of a bank account at Investrust Bank was made easier after the mentor had spoken to the bank
manager) and helping in the promotion of the business in general”
Overall, Ms Mahamba found the supporting services of this project of great help to build up capacity of her
business in terms of increasing the stocking of fingerings, introducing needed equipment and enhancing her
business skills.
Ms Mahmaba is one of the four awardees in Zambia. Her business was awarded $3000 seed funding from
the project
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3.4 Gender Inclusion
Gender inclusion was taken seriously by all partners but remains a challenge. As shown in figure
3.1, the proportion of applicants that were females was much lower than the proportion of females
trained or funded. It may suggest that the female applicants were more serious, as a proportion, than
their male applicants who may have just been “chancing” or that the male applicants served largely
as a “front” while most of the members were women (this is true for clubs and associations in Malawi
and Zambia whose leaders were male). It is also possible that the technologies and business
opportunities identified may not have been female-friendly. For example, all the proposals for fish
farming in Zambia and for value-added fish products in Malawi were from female applicants. In
other words, the idea of building solar dryers may not have been appealing for female entrepreneurs
(i.e. not a single female entrepreneur seemed interested in running a business around solar tent dryers
or kilns in Malawi and Zambia). The female applicants were more in fish meal and sausage
production, fish farming and trading, and micro-financing of businesses in the fish value chain. After
all, almost all the researchers directly developing the technologies in all the countries were male with
female researchers only involved in social science aspects of the technology.
Figure 3.1: Gender of applicants and supported entrepreneurs (training and awards)
Gender Proportion of Attendants
of Training

Gender Proportion of Training
Applicants
100%

100%

80%

80%

60%

60%

40%

40%

20%

20%

0%

Malawi

Zambia
Female

Zimbabwe

0%

Malawi

Male

Zambia
Female

Zimbabwe

Male

Note: Malawi data exclude 4 youth clubs that have submitted business proposals and were considered for training.

Gender Proportion of Lead
Applicants of Shortlisted Proposals

Gender Proportion of Business
Partners of Awardees

100%

100%

80%

80%

60%

60%

40%

40%

20%
0%

20%
Malawi

Zambia
Female

Male

Zimbabwe

0%

Malawi

Zambia
Female

Zimbabwe

Male

Notes:
1. Malawi data exclude the 5 youth clubs, and only include the 16 shortlisted proposals by individuals.
2. The relative high proportion of female partners of the awardees in Zambia than the other two countries is a result of
the composition of partners of the two cooperatives being awarded in Zambia.
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The project experience also shows that local community involvement plays a key role in the research,
access and mobilization. This is particularly true when the project sites are rural, remote and in most
case dispersed, and where literacy are low, with minimal access to key sources of information.
Objective 4: To document lessons and scale up entrepreneurial start-up experiences in Malawi,
Zambia and Zimbabwe.
Methodologies for assess business opportunities have been developed and tested, methods for
selecting entrepreneurial youths and their key steps have been documented, shared and used by the
country teams. While they are not entirely new, they are significantly unique and proprietary to AEH.
For instance, most assessment tools for businesses plan focus on the plan and how well and
convincing the entrepreneurs describe or explain their businesses. AEH’s business proposal
evaluation places equal emphasis on the business proposed as well as on the entrepreneur ability and
vision to ensure success: that the entrepreneur has the necessary self-control, discipline, commitment
and hunger for success – not the immediate money.
Some of the key entrepreneurial tools have been packaged into a user-friendly manual for users
and business development service (BDS) providers. AEH has already contracted a consultant to
package a collection of tools for emerging entrepreneurs and BDS providers alike. The manuals will
be particularly useful in rural communities where both the entrepreneurs and service providers do not
have access to dedicated internet and computers. The development of a peer-to-peer learning platform
and toolkit has been completed and ready for use.
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5. Synthesis towards AFS themes
So far, the project’s main contribution is in inspiring young people to recognize and pursue
entrepreneurial opportunities in the fish value chain and in maize or grain storage. In Zambia alone,
over a hundred individuals and teams have submitted business proposals. The presentations and
characteristic of the information given suggest that many of the applicants were undertaking the
activity for the first time. The project, specifically the business proposal component was an eye
opener for individuals that have not considered many aspects of their business activities.
While applicants already run some business operation (e.g. buying and selling), very few have a clear
understanding of how their business activities could be turned into a viable and sustainable business
until they were forced to think through their operation as a business entity. For instance, many seem
to be involved in buying fish from fishermen and selling the product – either raw or with some level
of processing - to traders, but they do not see how this informal business activity could be transformed
into a self-sustaining and growing entity – a firm or business (formal or informal in nature). Business
plan preparation is an indirect way of prompting individuals to see their business activities as a
business or firm. This was made more explicit to them during the entrepreneurship training as well
as mentoring.
Although it is too early to link behavioural changes to the business call, emerging data suggest that
some aspects are starting to bare fruit. For instance, the Award conditions have encouraged The
Zambezi Cooperatives to register a business entity called Mongu Delicatessens and open a bank
account in its name. In addition, the cooperative has shown good entrepreneurial competences by
operating as a business (Mongu Delicatessens). More importantly, they are now hygienically packing
processed (smoked and salted) fish; have registered an increase in their customer base; and have
established an improved business management practice. Similarly, Lingh General Dealers, a female
owned business, has been able to re-stock one of the fish ponds with 2,000 fish fingerings and buy
weighing scales to improve business efficiency. The firm has opened a bank account after the
entrepreneurship training and her award was increased to enable her firm to buy dragnets and restock
the second pond to further scale up the business.
While we cannot claim the success these businesses have made in a short time, we are confident that
our tools and approach have been useful in picking winners, driving entrepreneurs to succeed and
weeding out ‘serial award winners’ – individuals who have perfected the art of winning awards but
are not committed to building a firm and/or running a true business.
It is expected that the experience exposed individuals to seek more information about their business,
review their costs and earnings, to assess their growth prospects and to imagine a better future for
their business and themselves. The 4-step process that we introduced and adopted to evaluate the
proposals and provide detailed feedback, to a large extent, aims to reinforce these aspects. It is these
aspects of the business governance and management that are likely to lead to increased earnings and
income, job creation and sustainable business activities capable of uplifting their communities from
poverty.
The offer of a small cash support in the form of an award has served as a significant driver and
incentive for some to pursue a business opportunity as a career option. For instance, one team at a
university in Malawi wishes to develop a micro-funding mechanism for women involved in fish
farming and trading. Prior to the call, they had served as node for advancing fish farming among
women successfully. The call seems to reveal their main business interest in financing fish farming.
One area where the project has already contributed is in diffusing AEH inspired tools and customised
processes for selecting and supporting emerging entrepreneurs. While all our partners are well
established business development service (BDS) providers with long track record of training and
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mentoring, the combination of research and business support entailed in this project is a unique
experience to them. AEH methods and tools so far developed are in use in all the three countries in
selecting, assessing and evaluating business ideas to business support. For all our partners, this is the
first time they involved in a more details and clearly defined step-by-step approach for the selection,
support and management of entrepreneurs and mentors in a highly integrated system that combines
four business support elements – training, funding, mentoring and peer-to-peer learning.
For instance, emerging data from our feedback survey suggest that business financial support,
entrepreneurship training and mentoring were rated useful or very-useful (Figure 5.1). However,
disaggregating the data suggests higher rating of financial support and face-to-face panel review than
the written feedback (comments on the business plan), which perhaps reflects the importance of direct
interaction between the applicants and the support teams. In terms of mentoring, suggest that
mentoring is effective in some areas of business development than others (Figure 5.3). The general
rating by the mentees was linked to number of mentee-mentor meetings. Mentees that met their
mentors for less than 1 occasion per month rated mentorship poorly in all aspects than those that have
one or more mentor meetings per month. The level of education of the mentee appears to have an
impact on all ratings of usefulness of mentorship support. Mentees that hold a degree or higher rated
mentorship useful and those with secondary school education and lower rated it highly useful,
reflecting the role of prior knowledge in perceiving the need of mentorship.
Figure 5.1: Useful of supporting activities (n=16)
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Figure 5.2: How useful is mentorship to clients (n=16)
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Figure 5.3: Firm development outcomes (n=17)
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It is hoped that the project will make direct contribution to increasing access to resources and incomes
of youth entrepreneurs through improved efficiency and productivity of business operations and job
creation. It is expected that the seed funding, training and mentorship support provided will enable
the prospective entrepreneurs to improve their business operations to enable them to access public
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(e.g. community funds in Zimbabwe and Zambia) and private (e.g. financial institutions) financial
resources.
Our feedback survey and interviews suggests that almost 30% of those supported (funded, mentored
and trained) indicated that they have applied for funding, 65% have increased customers and 76%
have introduced a new product or business opportunities (one of the measures of innovation). All the
teams being awarded seed investment have allocated most of the funds to actual business activities with 60% of them using the money to acquire simple but new and essential technologies for their
businesses (e.g. digital scales and freezers) or build/renting new facilities. We hope some of the
agencies we worked with such as CDF in Zimbabwe and Caritas Zambia in Mongu that offer financial
and financial management support will support our emerging businesses.
Informing policy:
The project’s main policy contributions will relate to entrepreneurship, agriculture and fish farming.
In terms of entrepreneurship, the project has involved institutions that play key roles in
entrepreneurship policy formulation and support provision. For instance, Empretec Zimbabwe and
Future Search Zambia have over 25 years of experiences each and they are national leaders in
entrepreneurship training and offer support to government. The findings will directly inform their
institutional operations and the government departments and donors that work closely with them.
Specifically, the project will influence policies and measures on supporting agri-business
opportunities. Activities and assessments undertaken in this project reveal many of the so-called agribusiness opportunities are poorly informed, assessed in isolation and assumptions are unsupported
even by basic observations. For instance, when assessed in isolation, the fish value chain seems viable
and scalable to improve the hundreds of lives that seem to operate in this subsector. During this
project, Lake Chilwa has been largely been described as ‘dry’. Seasonality due to fishing bans,
unfavourable weather conditions and reduced fish catches means that scaling up of businesses
downstream of the fish value chain (e.g. fishing processing, transportation, packing and marketing)
is limited. For this reason, AEH promoted creative thinking of the use of the technology and call for
businesses ideas that extended its intended use from only drying fish to other uses along the value
chain of potential products (e.g. fish, meat, grain and fruit drying). This increases the utility and
hence commercial value of the technology and ensure its sustainable business operations and income
generation for the community throughout the year.
For example, fish farming was initially seen by the government and World Fish as a new technology
that would require research and development and popularization in Western Province of Zambia first.
Yet, two of the projects funded have developed fish farming businesses by adopting different
business models that have attracted support form other partners. AEH believes that sustainable
businesses will have to integrate fishing with other business activities to make the fish value chain
economically viable, socially empowering and environmentally sound. So far, AEH and its partners
have held meetings with policy makers in this space to highlight some of the major challenges and
key opportunities revealed and presented by this project. Indeed, the two entrepreneurs in Zambia
going into fish farming may become clients of the solar tent driers and cold storage facilities
established by the research arm of the CultiAF project once they expand.
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6. Project implementation and management
6.1
Research partnerships
By design, AEH operates on very strong partnership basis built over long period of time. This project
has helped expand its partnerships in Malawi and Zimbabwe as well as with the team at University
of Glasgow in the United Kingdom. Malawi was the weak link at the design time with partners in
health, public service and engineering. As such, AEH Managing Partner, Senior Advisor and Director
Legal visited Malawi a combined four times. As a result, we have built a stronger base of partners in
Malawi on entrepreneurship training, mentoring, fish researchers and communities. Similarly, the PI
has made more visits to project sites than anyone else in the project and built a strong relationship
with government, research and community leaders in Western Province. The project has been useful
in enriching AEH’s business model.
The co-development of tools and shared methodologies is perhaps one the main capacity
development goals. The model we have used in this project is already being explored in development
of new ideas for a number of potential agricultural based institutions. For instance, both the Southern
African Network for Biosciences (SANBio) and some officials from AGRA have expressed interest
in working together in the future. In the case of SANBio, some of our team members continue to
serve as reviewers and advisors on their Flagship Projects.
While not exactly linked, AEH is exploring the development of regional innovation research network
that will build a platform for showcasing and marketing technologies as well as for designing,
competing and undertaking interdisciplinary research to inform national and regional efforts. Early
work has focused on Ghana, Tanzania and Zambia; followed by Zimbabwe and Malawi. The network
will also be supported by teams from South Africa, Finland and United Kingdom. The first meeting
took place from 17-18 November 2016 in Lusaka, Zambia.
6.2

Governance

To the extent that corporate governance is considered, the project encourages applicants and
beneficiaries to be accountable to their businesses, not only in terms of finance but also other
resources – personnel, time, fixtures and properties, etc. This is a unique challenge and problematic
area common to small businesses where the boundary between the entrepreneur and the enterprise is
often blurred and resources of the business can easily be abused or used to meet personal needs. It is
for this reason that AEH insists businesses selected for receiving seed investment must meet a set of
conditions for the fund to be released. It is believed that accountability is essential to sustaining and
growing a firm.
While the project does not discriminate on the basis of gender, efforts are clearly made to encourage
the participation and involvement of women. Almost all our programmes and announcement are kept
neutral of religion, language and political affiliation to ensure those that assess or select beneficiaries
are objective and less influenced by other social characteristics of the applicants and beneficiaries.
6.3

Research ethics

The project did not collect data on individuals but rather on their aspirations and businesses. To this
end, all those involved in collection, assessment and handling of raw and processed data signed AEH
non-disclosure and confidentiality agreements. Since the calls for business plans and training were
made in public, the conditions, limitations and risks are public knowledge.
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7. Challenges encountered / Actions taken
7.1

Slow and erratic release of funds for activities under the IDRC component

The project fund management was split into two right from the beginning: AEH managed about
$294,374 and IDRC managed $80905. Of the AEH managed funds, some were to be released
monthly (Research component) and the other quarterly (Personnel and International Travel). In
theory, at least 6 quarterly and 12 or more monthly releases should have taken place in the 18-month
project period. Yet only 5 releases occurred which resulted in funding gaps that AEH had to cover.
The IDRC managed component (Consultancy and Training) suffered even deeper funding
disruptions.
Our estimate suggests that of the budgeted $294,372 managed by AEH, only about $273,900.62 is
expected to be received while $20,473.38 will be lost purely on exchange rate variations between the
CAD and USD (refer to financial report and notes to the financial reports). If we factor in the
expenditure on our participation at one meeting requested by IDRC, an estimated $28,000 – almost
10% of the budgeted funds – was not available for the planned activities.
7.2

Too many sites and each has community-related costs

The project was designed for five sites but we ended up with more than 10 sites and distances were
further than planned, especially in Zambia. In consultation with other stakeholders, a few areas were
selected and targeted for all activities while the rest were included in others such as business call and
mentoring. Similarly, we did not plan to pay and we do not normally pay participants to attend our
entrepreneurship training or access funding. We were informed the research teams cover such costs
and we had to cover them – especially being a rural community. As a consequence, our budget was
not only stretched but had to be redone – and kept within 10% to avoid delays associated with
renegotiating.
7.3

The (un)readiness of the technology for the market

None of the technologies were market ready or commercially viable in the way they were described
at the start of the project. For instance, the solar tent driers could be simplified or made business
friendly. For instance, key processes (e.g. how to clean and how often cleaning is done), running
costs (e.g. how often materials will be replaced), fixed costs (e.g. costs of building a solar drier), the
processing capacity (e.g. the fish drying capacity per time) and designs (e.g. design details and user
manuals) were either not addressed or not properly communicated to users and other stakeholders.
In Zimbabwe, the technology was a highly guarded secret that it was not available to take to market;
and in Zambia the technologies were still being tested.
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Annex 1: List of Opportunities Identified in the 3 Countries
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Annex 2 List of Partners and Stakeholders Engaged

Malawi
Institution
Department of Fisheries

Geoffrey Kanyerere
King Kamtambe
Maxson Gochera

World Fish Centre

Nagoli Joseph

University of Malawi Chancellor College

Levison Chiwaula

ILO

Naomy Lintini

LEAD - Lake Chilwa Climate Change Adaptation Project

Precious Mwanza

Department of Fisheries (Intern from Mzuzu)

Lewis

Department of Fish (Mangochi)

James (JJ)

Mchenga Solar tent drier

Mr Mpoya

Lake Chirwa Project

Dr. Katundu

Zambia
LOCAL (Western Province)
Politician
and
Government
Official

Business
Associations
Cooperatives

and

District Commissioner, Senanga

Mr. Mubukwanu

Provincial
Agricultural
Coordinator
Provincial Fisheries Officer
Tambalala
Fish
Marketeers’
Cooperative Society

Mr. Chilala

Traders’

Mr. Chisule
Mr. Ndabulula (Secretary), Ms.
Mukonda (executive member) and
Ms. Mwiya
Members

Zambezi
Fish
Conservation
Association
Caristas Mongu
Nono Enterprises – cold chain
facility

Mr. Mulemwa (Secretary) and Ms.
Pumulo (member)
Mr. Mulanda (manager)
Ms. Mulemwa (the Managing
Director and proprietor)

Zambezi
Fish
Cooperative Society
Conservation Association

Village banking NGO
A private partner in the CultiAF
project
Fish Processors and Traders
Carpentry Business
LiFun
NATIONAL
CultiAF Research Team
World Fish Centre
Zambia Association of Manufacturers (ZAM)
Zambia Chamber of Small and Medium Business Association
(ZCSMBA)
Zambia National Farmers Union (ZNFU)
Technical Vocational and Entrepreneurship Training Authority
(TEVETA)
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Dr. Kelfi
Mr. Steve Cole and Alex Kaminski
Mr. M. Nsupila
Mrs Chambula

Mr. David Chakonta

Zimbabwe
The Ministry of Rural Development, Promotion and Preservation of National Culture and Heritage;
The District Administrator;
The Rural Development Council Chief Executive Officer;
Senior officers and staff of: Zimbabwe Republic Police; Ministry of Youth, Indigenisation and Economic
Empowerment; Ministry of Women Affairs, Gender and Community Development, Ministry of Information,
Communication Technology, Postal and Courier Services.
Introduced to a full Rural Development Council ((the apex body in each district in the country) meeting.
Youths in Makoni
CultiAF research team
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Annex 3: Featured Articles in Media on Business Plan Call in Zambia

Source: https://www.daily-mail.co.zm/west-fishing-community-in-15000-grant/

Extracted from the full article on http://www.ipsnews.net/2016/04/world-farmersorganisation-meeting-eyes-new-markets-fresh-investment/
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Annex 4: Business Call Flier and Programme of Launch Event in Zimbabwe

26

Launch Event in Zimbabwe (Source: Empretec Zimbabwe Website)
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MAKONI DISTRICT
BUSINESS PLAN COMPETITION LAUNCH
PROGRAM 16 OCTOBER 2016
DATES: 16 OCTOBER 2016 (10am to 4pm)
9:00

Arrival of delegates and registrations

10:00

Opening prayer – Mr. C. Baleni

Empretec

Introductions – Dignitaries and Empretec
Officers
Welcome remarks – Makoni CEO
Project remarks - Empretec Director S P Bango
Program outline – Mrs M Nyabadza
Guest of Honour – District Administrator –
Mr. Mashava
Launch of Business Plan Competition

13.00

Radio advert
Open discussion / comments / questions – Mr.
M Moyo and Mrs. M Nyabadza
Closing remarks – Mr. C. Baleni
LUNCH

14:00

Departure
Mentors & Mentees session
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Annex 5: Pitching of Business Plans and Award Ceremonies in the 3 Countries

Zimbabwe Business Award Ceremony in Global
Entrepreneurship Week 2016

YAAD – a youth business in Malawi – being
awarded funding.

Zambia: Pitching of Business Plans and Award Ceremony in Mongu, Western Province

Malawi: Pitching of Business Plans and Award Ceremony at Crossroads Hotel
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Annex 6. Business Award Summaries – The Case of Malawi

1

2

Principal
Applicant
Youth Against
Darkness
Group of 12
members
Nsumbi Youth
Group
Seven members

3

CB Bagging
Two youths (male
and female)

4

M&K Cooling
Systems
Seven youths that
operate as a quasifirm
APAC Investment
Four workers- sole
proprietary

5

6

7

Agri-Future
Microfinance
Three membersfemale led
Youth Action in
Agriculture
Development
(YAAD)
17 members female led

Description of business
Solar tent drying fish business for others and themselves
at a fee; and fresh fish for sale to lucrative markets in
Limbe, Blantyre and Lilongwe.

Amount
Awarded
Mk
2,000,000.00

Fish marketing of fresh fish and solar tent dried fish as
well as ice block making in large bottle containers of
approximately 5 litres for sale in Mangochi and
sourround areas . The award has helped the groups to buy
2 fridges, digital scales, sealers and office space
Purchase, grading, processing, packaging and storing of
fish in cold rooms at Nkhata Bay Boma for resale within
Nkhatabay, Mzuzu and Mzimba. The award helped in
purchase of new fridges, sealers, digital scale and rent
space in Chibavi, Mzuzu
Seeks to provide a low-cost vacuum packaging for fish in
Salima, Malawi. The award was used to buy vacuum
pumps, vacuum sealers and vacuum bags as well as used
fridges for cheaper parts.

Mk
2,000,000.00

Seeks to established a chain of shops forsupply of fresh
fish currently operating three shops around in Mchinji.
The Award was to support his expansion to a peri-urban
area without steady supplier of fresh fish.
Designed to off microfinance services to actors in the fish
value chain along the shores of Lake Malawi. The award
helps them to undertake further market research to
inform their business model.
Value added fish products: sausages and snacks. The
award is helping the team to refine their business
concepts, especially production details.

Mk
1,000,000.00

Mk
2,000,000.00

Mk
1,200,000.00

Mk 750,000.00

Mk 500,000.00
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Annex 7: Entrepreneurship Training, Coaching and Mentoring

Trained participants at graduation, Makoni District,
Zimbabwe

Our trainees, mentors, trainers
and officials after a week-long
training, Mongu, Zambia

Entpreneurship training in Malawi

Groupwork in entrepreneurship
training
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Annex 8. Profile of mentors – The Case of Zimbabwe
No
NAME
1
Virginia
Mandave
2
Patrick
Nyambuya
3
Blessing
Chimboza

4
5

6
7

Margaret Pangiti
Katuruza
Tsitsi Gotora

Theresa
Muzvondwa
Paminous
Mutseyekwa

8

Zephania
Mberikunashe

9

Albert
Mukaratirwa
Allen Swotwa

10

SEX
PROFILE
Female General cropping of maize. Active community involvement
especially in development work by NGOs
Male
Poultry farmer in the community of up to 500 birds, certified
by Agritex
Male
General dealer and shop owner of groceries and hardware.
His mentees are:
Tendayi Nyamutsanza
Tonderayi Chogodora
Female General farmer in the community and shop owner.
Female General cropping
Her mentee is:
Nompumelelo Bhebhe
Female Horticulture farmer of potatoes, beans, butternut and general
cropping of maize
Male
Retail shop owner and farmer.
His mentees are:
Marvelous Mukuni and Nyarai Jonasi
Male
Mining of Tantalite since 1969, former councilor, farmer.
His mentees are:
Dennis Mhlanga, Evans Mandimutsira and Hama Samudzi.
Male
Tobacco, maize and beans farmer and agro dealer. Former
school teacher for 15 years
Male
Teacher of 25 years, poultry and general cropping:
His mentee is: Valentine Swotwa
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Annex 9: CultiAF-AIRBO Project 1-Year Review Meeting, Lusaka, Zambia. Nov 2016
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Annex 10. Selected Visuals from the Field

YADA solar tent drier under construction

M&K Cooling systems at work (Malawi)

The APAC Investment Shop in dowa (Malawi)

Wayama Cooperative fish stand (Senanga, Zambia)

Ms Mahamba’s LINGH GENERAL DEALERS - Fish pond and Stock of Fingerlings (Zambia)
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Annex 11. Selected Testimony from Beneficiaries
LINGH GENERAL DEALERS
Ms. Lina Mahamba, owner of LINGH GENERAL DEALERS
Ms Lina Mahamba, a female youth, got into fish farming as fish captures in the Barotse Flood Plain are
dwindling and to meet demand for fish especially during the fish ban. Indeed, the first fish harvest was
around March 2017 which was during the period of the national fish ban. The harvest sold out quickly.
On AEH approach and support, “I had challenges monitoring the growth of the fish without appropriate
nets to scoop the fish and scales to check weight. I can now sell my fish by weight instead of number,
stocked additional pond with 2000 fish fingers and met additional labour costs thanks to the business
award. I now plan and document all business transactions. I also have a business account for my savings
- improving business efficiency and accountability.
I found mentorship useful in raising attention to opportunities and risks in implementing the business,
providing ideas and advice on management issues, opening doors for accessing business services (e.g.
opening of a bank account at Investrust Bank was made easier after the mentor had spoken to the bank
manager) and helping in the promotion of the business in general”
WAYAMA FISHERIES COOPERATIVE
Founded in 2009 by a group of fish traders, Wayama Fisheries Cooperative won second prize of
US$4,000 for the most innovative business idea - solar tent fish drying services to fish traders –
including the custome build of solar tent driers for others and drying of fish for fishermen and traders.
Wayama Cooperative has a membership of 25, young and old, women and men.
Ms. Inonge Nang’umbili, the Secretary for the Cooperatives indicated that with the supporting activities
of the CultiAF Expanding Business Opportunities Project, “we have expanded and improved our
business volume and, for the first time, we sent another batch for sell in Kitwe, Copperbelt province
where prices are higher – expect to maker $500. We are now able to identify cost items and establish
what our profit would be and improved our marketing. We now have 20 new regular customers”
Proudly AEH supported!
If a picture is worth a thousand words, then these two pictures from rural areas of Malawi (with the
AEH logo and that of funders) are worth 2000 words of how our support was appreciated by those the
project touched.
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